1. Introduction

A significant number of study results [1] indicate massive disruptions in the diet of a modern human. These include excessive consumption of modified animal fats, lack of valuable proteins, polyunsaturated fatty acids, dietary fibers, deficiency of vitamins of the group B, A, and C, mineral substances, etc.

Solving the specified problem is possible through the development of technologies of food products whose formulation components would include natural enrichers containing a significant number of natural essential nutrients.

At present, bee products (Pat. BG 111284, Pat. UA 37155 U) are more and more used in order to enrich milk products [2–4]. Of all those products, especially valuable is the bee pollen (BP) [5–7]. There are data indicating that flower pollen, due to its composition and, therefore, by the possibilities to influence the human body, outperforms all known and widely advertised preparations [8]. A special feature of the flower pollen is that using it in the unprocessed state is not recommended. The assumption was made on that the pollen will be better absorbed if crushed [9].

We did not find any available information on the methods and techniques of preparing flower pollen to be used in the composition of a sour-milk drink. Thus, this issue remains open and requires scientific substantiation and experimental research.

2. Literature review and problem statement

There are many technologies in the food industry that, for different purposes, imply reducing the size of solid components. For example, to speed up the extraction or increase an active surface of the solid component. Crushing can reduce thermal treatment during cooking, particularly, blanching, frying, etc. [10].
The term “shredding” is commonly used and implies reducing the size of the solid substance by mechanical action through such operations as the crashing, cutting, grinding, etc. The mechanism of the process of shredding is the deformation of the particle of a solid material until the moment of breaking or crushing. Destruction of solid materials caused by cracks and defects in the structure is achieved by applying several types of force. Compression forces are employed for rough crushing of solid materials. Rough grinding implies reducing the size down to approximately 3 mm. Impact forces can be universal and so are used for coarse, medium and fine grinding of various food materials. The force of friction is applied, mainly, for fine grinding of hard brittle food materials in order to obtain a powder from particles the size of micrometers [10, 11]. Hammer and screw (cutting) shredders are capable of ensuring a degree of grinding within 2–5 mm [12]. Planetary and ball mills can crash a solid material down to 10–30 μm.

The results of optimization of parameters of planetary shredder show that powder quality is affected by such parameters as rotation speed of the working body, the amount of portion of the shredded material [14]. It was established that an increase in speed reduces the time of shredding while the approximation of volume of the portion to boundary marks leads to deterioration of results [14]. Prolonging a treatment period exerts a positive impact on the quality of the finished product, however, this process is not infinite and, at a certain point, a growth in efficiency stops [15].

3. The aim and objectives of the study

The aim of present research is to optimize a technology of shredding bee pollen in order to obtain a high-quality powder by its technological and physical-chemical indicators.

To achieve the set aim, the following tasks have been solved:
- to conduct morphological study of the shredded BP;
- to explore the impact of dispersity on the phytochemical and technological properties of the BP powder;
- to substantiate the choice of the type of shredder for dispersing BP;
- to optimize technical parameters of shredding BP using a method of mathematical modeling.

4. Materials and methods for studying the effect of shredding on the quality of bee pollen

4.1. Materials that were examined in order to optimize the shredding technology of bee pollen

We used samples of the polyfloric BP that were collected in the Carpathian Mountains. Humidity of BP was not higher than 10 %, the size of flecks 3±1 mm, color — yellow, shades of green and brown, scent — floral—honey, taste — sweet.

Preparation of the samples implied implementation of a series of activities aimed at improving usability of the samples of material of natural origin for research [19].

In this paper, we employed standard biochemical, physical, organoleptic microscopic techniques, a method of mathematical modeling, and other methods for estimation of quality parameters of the bee pollen powder [19].

5. Results of research into quality of the shredded bee pollen by its technological and physical-chemical indicators

Results of studying the influence of mechanical treatment on the quality of dispersing (Fig. 1) revealed that BP can be shredded to the size that varied from 120 to 8 μm. This can have a significant influence on the phytochemical activity and quality of the treated product by a number of indicators.

Flavonoids are a group of phytochemical substances that is of interest to scientists in the field of food chemistry, nutrition, biotechnology. Flavonoids served as an indicator of phytochemical activity of BP samples with different dispersity (Fig. 2).

The content of flavonoids in BP of group b (20±2) increased compared with group a (115±5) by 53 %. However, with an increase in the degree of dispersity, the content of flavonoids in groups c (10±2) and d (5±2) noticeably decreased. Result of the studies conducted demonstrate that dispersing the natural food additives contributes to the release of useful biosubstances. However, very fine shredding reduces the content of flavonoids in the treated product, possibly due to the rise in temperature during mechanical treatment.

Dispersity of powder affects its technological properties (Fig. 3, a). Bulk weight tends to grow with an increase in dispersity from 115 to 3 μm; thus, 1 cm³ of powder with a dispersity of 115±5 μm weighed 10 percent less than the powder with a dispersity of 15±2 μm, and 13 % less than the powder with a dispersity of 5±2 μm. Such an effect of
positive correlation could be useful for the technology of BP powder formation into granules or other forms of release.

Monitoring electricity consumption by the three types of shredders indicates the feasibility of employing a mill-mortar for shredding BP. This is due to the fact that in contrast to the use of a highly effective ball-type shredder applying the mill-mortar saves energy [21, 22].

Homogeneity is one of important qualitative characteristics of powders, which depends on several factors, the most important being the number of mill rotations ($X_1$), shredding duration ($X_2$) and weight of the BP batch ($X_3$). The optimization of technical parameters of the BP shredding was carried out taking into account the influence of the above factors on the percentage of particles the size of ≤20 μm in the shredded BP. The number of levels of factors depended on our expectations about the order of a polynomial model, which was suited for the approximation of an unknown real surface and was equal to three levels. We selected as the zero level of the examined factors: $X_1=4$ min.; $X_2=100$ g; $X_3=75$ rpm. Intervals of variation for each factor are equal to, respectively, $\lambda_1=2$ min.; $\lambda_2=50$ g; $\lambda_3=5$ rpm. Then the upper and lower levels of factors will make up:

$X_1=4+2=6$,
$X_1=4-2=2$,
$X_2=100+50=150$,
$X_2=100-50=50$,
$X_3=75+5=80$,
$X_3=75-5=70$,

alternatively, in the coded units:

$x_1=(X_1-X_1)/\lambda_1=(6-4)/2=+1$,
$x_1=(X_1-X_1)/\lambda_1=(2-4)/2=-1$,
$x_2=(X_2-X_2)/\lambda_2=(150-100)/50=+1$,
$x_2=(X_2-X_2)/\lambda_2=(50-100)/50=-1$,

$x_3=(80-75)/5=+1$,
$x_2=(75-80)/5=-1$.

The number of variants of experiments, required to determine an impact of the set of factors $X_1, X_2, X_3$ on the process of shredding, will be calculated by raising the power 2:

$N=2^3=8$.

Research results ($y$) and the averages of homogeneity value of the obtained powder ($\bar{y}$) for each of the eight variants of technical parameters in three experiments are given in Table 2.

By using the mean actual values, we shall calculate regression coefficients from formulae (2), (3).

As a result of the calculations, we obtained a series of coefficients: $b_0=92.5$; $b_1=1.0$; $b_2=2.25$; $b_3=1.75$; $b_4=0.25$; $b_5=0.25$; $b_6=1.5$.
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**Fig. 3.** Effect of the bee pollen powder dispersity on its:

a – bulk weight; b – friability

Friability of the BP powder with a dispersity of 15±2 μm is 65 % higher than that of the powder with a dispersity of 115±2 μm (Fig. 3, b), which would enable a more uniform distribution of the material while mixing it with other components. However, an increase in the dispersity to 5±2 μm is the cause of the negative effect that reduces the rate of pouring out the powder by 50 % as compared with the best result. Therefore, the optimal degree of shredding for BP is the size of 15±5 μm.

The most important parameters that influence resulting characteristics of the powder is the type of shredder, speed of the working body, the time of shredding, the degree of filling a container [20].

In order to substantiate a choice of the type of shredder, we carried out a series of experimental research underlying which is the estimation of homogeneity and dispersity of the shredded material (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of experiment</th>
<th>Type of shredder</th>
<th>Characteristic of the bee pollen powder</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>homogeneity, %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Cutting</td>
<td>98±2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Mill-mortar</td>
<td>97±1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Ball</td>
<td>99±0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Impact</td>
<td>97±2.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1

It was determined that treating BP with different types of shredders enables obtaining a powder with different quality characteristics. When using a cutting shredder, we managed to receive a homogeneous powder (98±2.0 %), which was not small enough at 60±3 μm. The powder obtained by an impact shredder was similar to the previous sample in terms of quality characteristics. The best quality of the processed material, for the examined characteristics, was achieved when using the mill-mortar and ball shredders whose operating principle is the action of friction force and impact force.
The regression equation (1), in this case, takes the following form:

\[ y = 92.5 + 1x_1 + 2.25x_2 + 1.75x_3^2 + 0.25x_1x_2 - 0.25x_2x_3 + 1.5x_3. \]

However, \( b_{12}, b_{13} \) are not meaningful since they are smaller than the value of a Student’s coefficient that is equal to 1 for the number of degrees of freedom \( f = (m – 1)N – (3 – 1)8 – 16 \) and a significance level of 0.05 \( t \approx 2.12 \).

In order to assess significance of regression coefficients, we performed a statistical analysis and determined the variance (Table 3). Adequacy of the equation was tested by the Fisher estimation criterion, which is 2.18. A tabular value of the Fisher criterion is equal to 2.9. It is larger than the estimated, which means that the equation is adequate to the given process.

The interaction between variation factors is visually represented by the response surfaces of dependence of the powder homogeneity on the duration and intensity of treatment and on the weight of a biomaterial’s batch (Fig. 4, 5).

An analysis of the interaction between factors reveals that any value of \( X_1 \) for the lower level of \( X_2 \) cannot ensure a homogeneity above 90% since the material contains not less than 8% of the powder with a dispersity \( >20 \) μm. Mathematical models (Fig. 4, a–c) show that the quality of the treated product is larger affected by the duration of shredding process than the intensity of work of the shredder. In summary, the best effect is achieved under conditions when both factors \( X_1 \) and \( X_2 \) acquire their highest levels. In particular, the number of working body rotations of the shredder is \( \geq 80 \text{ rpm} \); treatment duration is \( \geq 6 \text{ min} \). Moreover, the effect is strengthened by the joint action of such factors as the speed of rotation and duration of shredding.

The results show that the homogeneity of powder depends to a larger extent on the duration of shredding rather than the weight of material. However, the highest quality can be achieved by maximally loading the cup (150 g) and turning on the shredder for 6 min. at speed not lower than 80 rpm.

Therefore, the optimal technical parameters of the process of shredding bee pollen in a mill-mortar are as follows: the shredder’s working body rotation frequency is 70–80 rpm (min \(^{-1}\)), duration of treatment is 6 minutes, weight of the batch is 150 g.

### Table 2

| No. | Response value, % | Variance (\( S^2 \))
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( y_1 )</td>
<td>( y_2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: the sum of variation in each line equals 47.

Fig. 4. Dependence of the bee pollen powder homogeneity on the intensity and duration of treatment, for the case: a – a batch of 50 g; b – a batch of 110 g; c – a batch of 150 g

6. Discussion of results of optimization of the bee pollen shredding technology

Based on the results of optimization of technical parameters of shredding BP, it was established that the quality of the finished product in terms of technological characteristics is largely affected by the duration of treatment. The weight of the load exerted by the shredder was smaller than the lowest impact of powder quality is produced by the speed of rotation of the shredder’s working body. The studies related to the shredding of BP were not reported in the scientific literature. However, we have found a work on the optimization of parameters of shredding an inorganic material where it was argued that in order to obtain a powder with a high degree of grinding, important is the intensity of work of the shredder. It was noted that when the volume of a portion approaches the boundary marks, it results in the effect deterioration [14]. Fig. 6 shows that the speed of rotation of the working body affects insignificantly quality of the finished product and demonstrates a lack of negative impact from the maximum load of a mortar. The contradictions in the results obtained might be related to a different nature of the
treated material, as well as to the differences in the number of parameters during full-factorial experiment.

Based on the results of biochemical studies, we established the feasibility of treating BP in order to increase a level of flavonoids in it. The data obtained agree with other results [23], which indicated a reduction in the level of flavonoids in a finely-dispersed powder from a biomaterial of natural origin, which is also represented in Fig. 3. It was proven that most flavonoids are generated in plants under stressful conditions, which is why such various factors as ultraviolet, chemical substances, high temperatures, and, in particular, shredding, contribute to an increase in these substances [24]. A reduction in the level of flavonoids in the samples with a high dispersity is caused, most likely, by the rise in temperature of the treated material as all the phytochemical substances are over sensitive to high temperatures.

It should be noted that the high degree of shredding can additionally lead to such negative phenomena as the agglomeration and deterioration of technological characteristics of the powder (Fig. 3), compromising a positive effect, reducing the active surface and bringing down bioavailability of essential nutrients of the treated product. Similar results were received by other authors as well [25].

### 7. Conclusions

1. Based on the results of morphological studies, it was found that by using modern types of shredders it is possible to shred bee pollen to particles the size from 120 to 8 μm.

2. The research has shown that the degree of dispersity of the powder affects phytochemical activity of pollen since the content of flavonoids in the pollen increases in the case of shredding to particles the size of 15±5 μm. The content of flavonoids in the powder with a dispersity of ≤10 μm becomes less. Based on the results of research into technological properties of the bee pollen powder, we recommend shredding bee pollen to particles the size of 15±5 μm.

3. It is substantiated to employ a mill-mortar in the technology of shredding bee pollen as the most effective shredder by the results of estimation of homogeneity and dispersity of the finished product.

4. By applying the plan full-factorial experiment, we optimized technological parameters of shredding bee pollen in a mill-mortar: speed of the working body is 70–80 rpm (min⁻¹), duration of treatment is 6 minutes, weight of the batch is 150 g.
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